
15048: "a pretty clean month spent also quite much out despite the winter finally 

kicking in but bringing quite a clean air overall and little traffic even in the 

stockholm city where i often ended up with little myrthe and really only brathing 

bad air while jogging in the snow free parking lot with several trucks coming by 

or finally traveling to the netherlands after a long period and smelling the 

airplane fuel but getting a quite mild and very fresh air down in maastricht 

walking on the hills"

04048:  "despite  all  the  distress  caused  by  my  supervisor  situation  at  the 

university attempting to get a new one feeling much love and intimancy with little 

myrthe on my side doing several small adventures together and then also trying to 

focus at home on my own art like painting and drawing in order not to think about 

work and really getting stronger also conducting the research my own way and 

doing allot of other art work like editing videos or at last setting forth with 

learning how to make videogames with august but then feeling rather distressed of 

traveling to the netherlands and going to a mainstream musem and lastly becoming 

really happy of our statying in maastricht exploring the nice nature and enjoying 

my first sun in weeks feeling much love for myrthe"

18055: "an apperantly quite period with moderate wind and calm snow fall turned 

into more harsh weather bringing in more snow while being allot out particularly 

with myrthe showing her stockholm and picking the japanese mats for our bed and 

then experiencing less wind till at last coming to the netherlands and getting a 

first some wind calming during the evening but then much wins in maastricht while 

hiking on the hills with myrthe's relatives"

06_033: "a quite regular period of running with little traveling and also the snow 

out  which  at  first  made  me  continue  running  in  my  little  park  going  twice 

diagonally to it in order to accomplish my usual lap hurrying up at times to go to 

meetings but then having to switch to the parking lot with the melting of the snow 

and running there a few times despite the traffic pollution and the hard asphalt 

not good for my knees but lastly finding the snow completely melted and running 

again in the park this time only having to pay attention to the dog poo and 

keeping up good tempo"

03065: "still allot of love songs heard from myrthe who came over to sweden 

before christmas but also a few songs heard from my students showing and making 

advertisment campaigns and a bit of songs heard from august at his school for the 

christmas market but then going with myrthe to italy and hearing allot of songs 

from my little nephew anna and at my sister's dancing with her ut also the usual 

traditional christmas songs in the church of my native village asiago and while in 

the main hotel there working with myrthe on our laptops" 

07035: "still being quite at home with the winter and avoiding the university so 

spending quite some time painting and keeping up the previous painting with the 

green  grass  and  the  yellowish  background  but  this  time  making  a  circulare



subtraction in the middle without really any usual surface color but experimenting 

much with different colors mixed on the panel trying to reach different shades and 

feeling like this painting is really an in between painting of two other paintings 

compressed as it is by the diagonal shapes on the sides and also playing with a 

pink semi circular shape not really paying too much attention to finish too well 

the boarders"

08046: "a fable inspired by an evening spent with my kid driving down from a 

small mountain in my native highland with the road filled with toads and also 

possibly reflecting my state being taken up and down by providence and reflecting 

the many castles visited during our recent stay in italy and particularly to 

verona visited with myrthe with romeo and juliet being quite present in the story 

as much as the romeo and juliet disputes played by my two families however also 

coming out with many small genius inventions as the electrically control dead army 

of toads"

14080: "ideas got in my very first period in love with myrthe so other than the 

office related idea i got many ideas that are romance and sex oriented but also 

relating to all my traveling by plane to her and to my parents in italy with also 

the many arabs immigrants i encounter daily when taking the commuter"

14081: "still several airplane related ideas now going for a few weeks to boston 

and really making use of the weather taking long walks and observing the urban 

environment but then back to sweden getting again a few sexual ideas with myrthe 

visiting me and also some ideas at work like when going to the university gym"

01122: "a month spent getting quite much into my own research and thus doing 

quite allot of office related activities like printing at the university and 

having to use my card in order to access the printer and then photograph again the 

computer mouse going back to my office but also a month spent allot with august 

walking around and filming and in a few occasions at the swimming pool after many 

years but this time not bringing my camera along and only swimming with long 

periods without using any object as it is also the case for the few times i 

traveled to the netherlands at the beginning and at the end of the month"

16060: "a very nice weather experienced in maastricht walking the hills with 

myrthe's relatives and then going back to sweden to instead experience a constant 

gray weather and at last a day of snow to soon melt in rain but at last giving a 

one single day of sun in which august and i have been out for a short bikeride and 

a long walk in the woods to then experience gray cold weather again till at last i 

went to lovely myrthe in the netherland and got a very a sunny day feeling the 

spring coming back to us making us super in love to at last depart again and 

ending up in malmo for a course"

18056: "experiencing quite allot of winf from the beginning in the netherlands 

particularly during a little walk on the hills in maastricht with myrthe and her



relatives which anyway opened up the sky and got me sun after a long time and then 

back to sweden experiencing little wind but walking with august in the forest and 

getting at last a sunny day but then again experiencing little wind till at last 

going to the netherland again and getting some wind and also cloudless sky and the 

same going to very windy malmo being at the university there next to the ocean"

17040: "still not sure where i collected this clouds but probably now in sweden 

given the boats and acquatic things depicted here possibly captures while running 

or walking along the water and also a few knight related clouds and a few quite 

complex ones"

05059:  "walking  fairly  enough  particularly  with  august  during  his  carnival 

holidays going far exploring a big natural reserve opposite to the harbour and 

also making new nice discoveries finding a little old village on a hill over 

södertaälje but also walking quite much with myrthe in the netherlands both at the 

beginning of the months when still in maastricht and the latter alone in eindhoven 

to then walk with her at the end of the month in utrecht and in a surrounding 

forest which we also reached biking as i did in sweden with august"

15049: "a month without so much pollution other than in few occasion when walking 

at the beginning in eindhoven waiting for the airplane and then just when running 

back in my neighborhood feeling the factories at the distance but other than that 

being rather indoor and getting good air beside when leaving august at his school 

and getting allot of pollution of all the rich people there with cars and smelling 

also the dust from all the granite stones put all over the city for the ice now 

completely melted"

04049: "a better month now that my university situation got adjusted still having a 

one period feeling shit coming back to sweden with the gray weather and august at 

home and no exercise but then making great discoveries with him and adventures in 

the neighborhood and feeling much better also with the weather getting more 

sunny and then going to the netherlands and feeling down having to face a bit the 

art society there but soon getting to feel very good after a bike ride with myrthe 

in the sun and latter joining a conference at the new university of the arts in 

stockholm  and  getting  quite  a  few  friends  feeling  happy  also  about  my  new 

supervisor stina"




